
The Emilya



     The story begins when, the infinity stones come
together forming .... 
     THE EMILYA , the powerful being ,that hide on the
place in the Brazil.Emilya has red hairs, a white skin
that look like a cloth. Emilya for being very powerful
hillside in a corn and gives a mind and a body to it,
creating a man called Visconte Sabugosa, he has a
yellow skin green eyes and a beautiful hat.
     She too hillside in a alligator, giving live to it. The
Alligator was called "CUCA" and for being a fierce
animal is evil , staying in one cave, planning to end
with all create of Emilya, simply for envy and for being
evil.
    Emilya realized that CUCA has evil plans, so she
found her hiding place and saw the CUCA doing
potions that left her stronger, powerful and invisible
for being the counterpart of the creation of Emilya.
    Emilya furious she teleport with the CUCA to a
place empty, away from everyone, but the CUCA have
taken the potions and it would be a long battle. CUCA
in disadvantage she gets angry and becomes  in a 



    Super CUCAYJIN, gainign more power and skills ,
and a beautiful shiny hair, but she is still not Emilya,
so she realize that she can teleport and she teleport
to the place where it is the creating of the Emilya and
threatens the Visconte Sabugosa. Emilya goes
together and when the CUCA will destroy, arrives to   
Emilya and with a lot of hear pain.....                               
    DESINTEGRATES CUCA, and run away to the moon,
never to create something evil again.
    BUT.....
    In this battle that she have, she hillside in several
things and after some years, when resolve back to the
earth, in the same place, it is full of her creation and
they are being enslaved by CUCA.
    So Emilya mingles with your creation and discover
that the CUCA has used a clone to battle with the
Emilya to know more about Emilya and try defeat her
and the real spell she was doing was cloning.
    A CUCA informant warn her that Emilya is among
your creations,CUCA expedites her plans, because
she knowing that one day Emilya would come back,
needed have plans against her, but CUCA still does
not have the potion for defeat Emilya.



    Emilya knowing that can defeat CUCA go to her, but
was trap , because CUCA led the creation of Emilya to
a village, which was near a volcano that was going to
erupt.
    So Emilya arriving in the den of CUCA, she threat
talking that will let them die. Emilya does not think
twice and will help her friends. And in the last second,
Emilya saves her friends, but CUCA finished her last
potion, the potion of undoing.
    Now everything that she slopes is destroyed, and to
demonstrate power, go to the Emilya. in the moment,
the fight is scary, but CUCA is with advantage and
knowing that will win, in an attempt to humiliate
Emilya hillside on Visconte Sabugosa who was helping
others escape and he becomes powder.
     Emilya is so sad and desolate that CRYING
IMPRESSEDLY WITH ANGER and then..... Her hair
turns white and bright, achieving a power greater
than that of the CUCA. And at that time the real fight
starts.



THE FINAL BATTLE

  Emilya with advantege win the fight and and before
CUCA died, Emilya Already with no more anger
decides to show the CUCA that the best way to follow
is that of love, and shows her his plan that she was
doing on the moon, to try to recover the joy of
humanity. CUCA looks and thinks it's beautiful and
She starts to cry sorry for everything she did and to
redeem she did her last act on earth, use all her
remaining power to bring Visconte Sabugosa back and
be able to die in peace.





    Emilya then executes her plan and creates a place
where everyone is welcome and very joyful so that
happiness and peace can reign once again on earth.


